
WORKSHOPS IN JULY & AUGUST 2021

Introduction to Acrylics and Mixed Media with Golden Products 
Thursday, July 22, 2021, 5:00-8:00pm
FREE Demo/Lecture including FREE PRODUCTS FROM GOLDEN
Join us for a fun, information-packed overview of acrylic paints including Golden’s �ve  di�erent lines: Fluid, Heavy Body, High Flow, 
OPEN and SoFlat (Golden’s brand new paint which is �atter than matte).  We will also cover iridescent/interference paints, and all 
the myriad ways to use gels as pastes, as texture, grounds and glues. 

Gels and Grounds for Acrylics and Watercolor 
Wednesday, July 28, 2021, 5:00-8:00pm
Hands-on Workshop - 3 hours. $45 per person
Textural grounds raise new and exciting alternatives for your painting expectations. Gels with aggregates, pastes that can be 
lathered on, knocked down, structured or incised will be explored. We will paint on pre-made boards, as well as create our own 
background combining a multitude of surfaces. These grounds also enable watercolorists to work on canvases and boards for a 
tougher surface for lifting and building up, and when sprayed with archival varnish, these canvases become lightfast.

Acrylics as Encaustics 
Wednesday, August 11, 2021, 5:00-8:00pm
Hands-on Workshop - 3 hours. $45 per person
Acrylics are versatile paints and, using various matte gels and mediums, we can explore achieving waxy looks that evoke an 
encaustic feel. While its own media, we will make a series of explorations with acrylics making a variety of topcoats that will be 
poured or brushed, and work with OPEN paints in heavy gel matte and palette knives for interesting looks.

SoFlat - A Remarkable New Paint 
Friday, August 20, 2021, 1:00-4:00pm
Hands-on Workshop - 3 hours. $45 per person
In just the past few months, Golden has developed a remarkable new paint. SoFlat helps artists create immersive �elds of color 
without the distraction of texture and glare. It has excellent coverage and it self-levels. Artists have used gouache for centuries 
because of its matteness and opacity, but are restricted by its inherently sensitive paint �lm. SoFlat moves beyond these limitations, 
providing a velvety smooth, durable surface. The advantages of SoFlat are extended by its compatibility with other acrylic paints and 
mediums, increasing the range of creative e�ects that can be achieved. In this workshop, we will create a series of examples that 
highlight these amazing features: a color �eld painting, a hard-edged painting, and an illustrative, �gurative painting. So Fun!

Acrylics and Alternative Surfaces 
Wednesday, August 25, 2021, 5:00-8:00pm
Hands-on Workshop - 3 hours. $45 per person
Acrylics adhere to unusual surfaces. This class is about experimentation with a couple unusual surfaces: plexiglass and tyvek. 
Plexiglass is a great substrate for transparencies, reverse painting, a myriad of gels and pastes that can be experimented with. 
Tyvek is an insulation material that is wonderful to paint on: its embedded �bers look like rice paper, it can be lit from behind, 
cut to make shadow play, or catch the wind. Both Fluid and Heavy Body paints/watercolors can be used.

TO REGISTER: Email airstudio348@gmail.com

Sandie Bacon is a classically trained, versatile artist who resides in the Chicago area. Her artwork is informed by a thorough 
understanding of acrylics, combined with knowledge of a full range of other media. From paintings to commissioned murals and 
painted sculptures, her artwork is based on a very real draftsmanship, with emphasis on texture, movement and color, and inspired 
by direct observation/gesture with layers of images of the human imprint. She has been working as a Golden Paint working artist 
since 2006, and generously shares her enthusiasm and knowledge in her lecture/demos and workshops. She has a BA in �ne 
arts/literature from University of Redlands (Ca.) and an MFA from Maryland Institute Graduate School of painting. She lived in 
NYC for 12 years. Bacon's artwork has been commissioned and shown nationally and internationally, and is in many private and 
corporate collections
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